
Introduction
Contrast-enhanced MR imaging procedures, such as MR 
angiography (MRA) or dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) 
imaging in oncology, require precise timing of contrast  
injection and MR data acquisition to hit the first pass of 
contrast agent in the body region or tissue of interest. 

If all the required steps are performed carefully and in  
the right order, MRA and DCE can be performed with high  

consistency and reproducibility. However, conducting a  
test bolus scan alone typically involves user interactions 
with three different monitors and devices (see Table 1).  
In daily clinical practice, typically, MRA is a one-per-day  
examination and consequently many technologists do  
not routinely perform such exams. Also, calculating the  
delay time between injection and scanning, considering 
when the center of k-space is acquired, is often regarded  

Conventional workflow Enhanced ISI workflow

Preparation 1. Localizer imaging to gain anatomical overview 
2. Vessel scout to gain overview where big vessels are located

Test Bolus 3. Plan and prepare test bolus examination 
4. Set-up test bolus protocol & Arm the injector 
5. Prepare patient for the injection 
6. Arm the scan on the MR console (prescans are performed)

7. Start contrast agent injection on the injector console 
8. Start MR acquisition at the same time with second hand

7.  precisely synchronized start of injection and scan with 
one click

Time Delay (TD)  
Calculation

9. Open mean-curve application and load test bolus data
10. Derive time-to-arrival 
11. calculate TD based on time-to-center and formula

8.  Select supplying vessel in pre-loaded test bolus images 
with one click for automated calculation of TD

MRA 12. (9.) Plan and scan pre-contrast T1w 3D protocol
13. (10.) Set up injection protocol & arm injector
14. (11.) Wait-for-user-to-start dialogue (@scanner) to enter contrast agent and volume applied
15. (12.) Arm the post-contrast scan (prescans are performed)
16. (13.) Prepare patient for second injection and breath-hold exam

17. Start contrast agent injection on the injector console
18. Monitor time elapsed
19.  Apply breath-hold command 3–4 seconds before 

intended start of scanning (TD)
20. Start the scan at TD
21. “Continue breathing”

14.  One click to: 
– Inject contrast 
– Apply timed Auto-voice command before TD 
– Auto-start scan at TD 
– “Continue breathing” command

Table 1: Comparison between conventional workflow and enhanced ISI workflow.
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as a challenge. Along with the lack of routine practice, this 
can cause uncertainty and errors in the workflow that may  
result in imperfect timing. If the bolus is missed, the MRA 
may show venous enhancement or improper arterial filling, 
and in DCE the lesion-to-background contrast will not be  
optimal. If an examination is of reduced quality or non- 
diagnostic, this may lead to repeated administration  
of contrast, delayed diagnosis, additional costs, and ten-
sions between radiologist and technologist.

Imaging System Interface (ISI) for  
MR-Injector Coupling
Bayer Healthcare and Siemens Healthineers have jointly  
developed a hardware and software interface (ISI – Imag-
ing System Interface) enabling active coupling between  
the Medrad® MRXperion MR Injection System (in short,  
“injector”)  and the MR scanner (Fig. 1)1. It establishes a  
direct reliable connection between the MR scanner and  
the injector control system, allowing a technologist at  
the MR operator console to release injections remotely, 
which helps to overcome the aforementioned challenges.  
Combined with intuitive guidance provided by the Angio 
Dot Engine or the Abdomen Dot Engine, this provides  
a self-contained, intuitive workflow for high-quality and  
consistent contrast-enhanced procedures.

Conventional versus enhanced ISI Workflow
An MRA of the carotids is used in Table 1 to illustrate the  
enhanced ISI workflow in comparison with a conventional 
examination. The related advantages can be generalized  
to various other CE examinations.

As shown in Table 1, the ISI workflow is predominantly 
similar to the conventional workflow, but decisive and  
critical steps are assisted and the user interaction is  
reduced to the essentials. If the coupling between the  
injector and the MR scanner is established as described  
in Figure 1, both the scan and the injection can be initiated 
with one single mouse click in the MR scanner user inter-
face (Fig. 2). Among other things, this enables precise  
synchronization between contrast injection and start of  
the test bolus MR sequence for the accurate calculation  
of contrast arrival in the target region.

2   Pause dialogue before first contrast injection. Injector and MR  
are coupled via ISI, the injector is armed. Selecting the tick box 
“Use Injector with Auto Continue” will facilitate a synchronized 
release of contrast injection and scan whenever the user presses 
“Start Injection”.

1   (1A) Schematic view of scanner-injector coupling via the ISI box.  
On the MR console, the status of the scanner-injector coupling  
is displayed as: not connected (1B), connected or armed. After 
confirming the injection protocol (“Lock”) and ensuring that tubes 
and syringes are cleared of air (“Arm”) on the injector console (1C) 
the status on the MR console changes to “Injector armed” (1D). 
From this point on, it is possible to initiate the contrast application 
directly from the MR console, seamlessly embedded in different 
workflows.

1B 1C

1D

1A

MRXperion MR-Injector Coupling

1 Work in progress: the application is currently under development and is not for 
sale in the U.S. and in other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured. 

Note: This feature may not be available in all regions/countries at the time of 
publication.
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3   Interaction dialogue of the Angio Dot Engine after the test bolus measurement. After selecting a feeding artery in test bolus images, the 
contrast enhancement curve in the respective ROI is displayed as a red curve. Optionally it is also possible to display the contrast dynamics in  
a vein to make sure that the k-space center is acquired before the venous enhancement is pronounced. The dialogue box intuitively visualizes 
when and how the post-contrast scan will be performed, when the breath-hold commands will be applied and when the center of k-space will 
be acquired. The experienced user may always change the settings.

Within the Angio Dot Engine workflow (Fig. 3), the user  
is also guided and assisted in deriving the patient-specific 
delay time for MRA. The acquired test bolus datasets are 
automatically pre-loaded and the user is only required to 
select a feeding artery in the images. The software will 
then automatically derive when the peak of enhancement 
is reached, and by accounting for specific parameters,  
such as time-to-center of k-space, the optimal delay time 
between injection and start of the post-contrast scan will 
be calculated. 

With the ISI workflow application of contrast and start 
of measurement are synchronized, so the user has to  
press just one button, “Start Injection”, instead of manually  

injecting contrast on the injector console while giving 
breath-hold commands to the patient in a timely fashion 
via the Patient Intercom, and finally starting the actual  
MR data acquisition manually after the derived delay time 
on a third device – the MR scanner console. As shown in  
Figure 4, the automatically derived delay time is prepopu-
lated. By choosing “Use Injector with Auto Continue” and  
“Countdown”in the acquisition step of the post-contrast  
images, the scanner software will not only automatically 
initiate the contrast but start image acquisition at the  
right time. The required breath-hold commands will also  
be played exactly when needed. 
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4   Wait-for-user-to-start dialogue before main contrast injection. 
Volume and type of contrast agent can be specified. In the 
“Timing” section, the delay time between injection and start of 
image acquisition (see Figure 3) is already pre-populated. The 
section “Injector Control” shows that the injector is armed and  
that the protocol will be performed with automated countdown 
and automated start. As soon as “Start injection” is pressed, the 
contrast injection is initiated, the countdown starts, and 8.9 
seconds before “zero” (= start of the imaging sequence) the voice 
command is played.

Summary
In a conventional setting, the technologist is required to 
constantly plan, monitor, and time the various steps on the 
injector and scanner workstations for contrast-enhanced 
procedures – resulting in reduced efficiency, high stress, 
and potentially suboptimal image quality.

The MR-Injector coupling via ISI is a software and  
hardware solution that simplifies synchronized contrast  
injection and scanning by guiding the user through an  
intuitive workflow, with clicks and interactions reduced to 
the essentials. With consistent and reproducible studies, 
this helps to save time, improve operational efficiency, and 
reduce stress. 

Furthermore, the solution is designed to support  
scenarios such as remotely assisted scans with the syngo 
Virtual Cockpit, where an expert controls the scanner  
virtually from a remote location. This can help to transform 
care delivery by providing advanced contrast-enhanced  
imaging services in remote areas, instead of requiring  
patients to travel to distant, centralized expert medical 
centers.
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